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Optimum Design and Comparison of Slip
Permanent-Magnet Couplings With Wind
Energy as Case Study Application
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Abstract—With eddy-current couplings proposed for and applied in several industrial applications, it is essential that these
types of electrical machines be more thoroughly evaluated. In
this paper, the feasibility of replacing the classical eddy-current
coupling topology with a toothed slip permanent magnet coupling
(PMC) is investigated. The case study application in this paper for
the slip PMC is for a new type of wind generator concept known as
a slip synchronous permanent magnet generator. Several different
slip PMC technologies are evaluated, and a number of interesting
novel concepts are introduced. These different topologies are optimized by means of finite element (FE) analysis for minimum active
mass. The FE results are verified with practical measurements on
several different prototypes.
Index Terms—Design optimization, eddy-current coupling,
permanent-magnet (PM) machines, slip permanent-magnet coupling (PMC), torque converters, wind energy.
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Minimum demagnetization permanent-magnet (PM)
flux density, in teslas.
Inside diameter of slip permanent-magnet coupling
(PMC), in millimeters.
Outside diameter of slip PMC, in millimeters.
Induced slip-rotor bar voltage, in volts.
Torque ripple frequency of slip PMC, in hertzs.
Grid frequency, in hertzs.
Magnet height, in millimeters.
d-axis current of slip rotor, in amperes.
q-axis current of slip rotor, in amperes.
RMS current of slip rotor, in amperes.
Machine constant used for brushless dc modeling.
Active length of slip PMC, in millimeters.
d-axis inductance of slip rotor, in henries.
q-axis inductance of slip rotor, in henries.
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End-winding inductance of slip rotor, in henries.
Bar inductance, in henries.
Amount of active slip-rotor slots.
Conductor mass, in kilograms.
Steel mass, in kilograms.
PM mass, in kilograms.
Total active mass, in kilograms.
Harmonic order.
Number of slip-PMC poles.
Conductor loss in slip rotor, in watts.
Output power of slip PMC, in kilowatts.
Electrical output power of the slip synchronous permanent magnet generator (SS PMG), in kilowatts.
Mechanical turbine input power, in kilowatts.
Bar resistance of slip rotor, in ohms.
Amount of slip-rotor slots.
Per-unit slip, in per unit (p.u.)
Breakdown torque of slip PMC, in newton meters.
Steady-state torque of slip PMC, in newton meters.
Steady-state PM synchronous generator (PMSG) stator torque, in newton meters.
Time, in seconds.
Electrical period of slip PMC, in seconds.
Wind speed, in meters per second.
Dead-time region of slip-rotor bar current, in
seconds.
Conducting region of slip-rotor bar current, in
seconds.
Current angle, in degrees.
Load torque ripple, in percent.
No-load cogging torque, in percent.
PMSG stator torque response disturbance, in per unit.
Efficiency of slip PMC, in percent.
d-axis flux linkage, in weber turns.
q-axis flux linkage, in weber turns.
PM flux linkage, in weber turns.
Per bar flux linkage of slip PMC, in weber turns.
Magnet pitch to pole pitch ratio, in per unit.
Speed point corresponding to Tb , in radians per
second.
Electrical PM rotor speed, in radians per second.
Electrical slip speed, in radians per second.
Electrical turbine speed, in radians per second.

The subscript m denotes mechanical quantity, and the subscript bar refers to the parameters of the slip PMC per bar.
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Fig. 1. Different eddy-current coupling configurations. (a) Single-sided
configuration with only a field member and a conductive structure.
(b) Double-sided topology. (c) Single-sided topology with a yoke provided for
the conductive structure. (d) Toothed slip PMC.

II. I NTRODUCTION
Eddy-current couplings are employed in many industrial
applications for power transmission [1]–[7]. Some of the advantages of eddy-current couplings due to there being no
mechanical or frictional contact are faster response times,
increased damping of torque transients, better susceptibility
to misalignment, much more isolation between loads during
overtorque conditions, reduced wear, reduced maintenance, and
increased reliability and lifetime of components. The eddycurrent coupling consists of a field member, comprising of
either electromagnets, as was commonly used in the past, or
PMs, which are more frequently used in newer applications, and
a conductive disk or ring, in which eddy-currents are induced.
These couplings operate on the principle of slip, where more
eddy-currents are induced with an increase in speed, which
means that more power is dissipated in the conductive part of
the coupling. Typical eddy-current coupling topologies from
literature are shown in Fig. 1(a)–(d). The simplest topology, as
shown in Fig. 1(a), consists of a field member and a conductive
disk or ring. In Fig. 1(b), a double-rotor topology is employed,
and in Fig. 1(c), a back yoke is added to the conductive structure
in order to improve the flux linking through the conducting
part of the coupling. Both radial and axial flux eddy-current
couplings are used, with axial flux topologies used in many
cases, due to their ability to adjust the air gap for some margin
of torque control. This, however, increases the mechanical complexity of the device. It is possible to obtain torque control by
adjusting the field strength if electromagnets are used, but these
types of couplings are not as popular anymore due to their high
mass and large size. In [5], it is mentioned for PM topologies
that, if the conducting structure is wound, it is possible to
add an external resistance to the winding to achieve some
margin of torque control. Again, however, the added complexity
of the windings and external resistance circuit may present
problems.

In general, the application of eddy-current couplings is limited by their cost and mass. It is thus clear that significant
scope exists to reduce the mass and the cost of these systems.
Utilizing a topology as shown in Fig. 1(d), with a toothed layout
similar to conventional electrical machines, is mentioned in [5]
but not investigated further. The working principle of such a
coupling, referred to in this paper as a slip PMC, is basically the
same as that of a short-circuited PM machine and can be thus
modeled as such. It is true that, by using this type of layout, the
complexity of the device might increase, but due to the effective
air gap being reduced, it is evident that large potential exists to
reduce the PM content, which, in turn, can lead to a significant
reduction in material cost.
The application of the slip PMC in this paper is for a wind
energy conversion system. The slip PMC is to be interfaced
with a direct-grid-connected PMSG topology, which is known
as the SS PMG, as has been only very recently proposed in
[8]. The slip PMC provides the damping necessary in order to
allow the direct grid connection of the synchronous generator.
In this paper, the main focus is to investigate the feasibility
of replacing the conventional eddy-current couplings with the
topology in Fig. 1(d). Several different toothed slip PMCs are
evaluated and optimally designed by means of finite element
(FE) methods, to the specifications of a 15-kW SS-PMG wind
turbine system. Although the final design requirements will be
different, the design methodology can be also applied to the
design of slip-PMC devices for overall use in the industry. With
a clear design criterion lacking for the slip PMC, this aspect
is addressed in this paper by determining the most important
performance constraints and to achieve the optimum design by
evaluating several different slip-PMC concepts on the basis of
active mass, PM content, and manufacturability.
III. C ASE S TUDY: SS PMG
Although direct-grid-connected synchronous generators are
not commonly used in the wind industry, there are certain
advantages with regard to this topology, such as increased
reliability due to no power electronic converter being used (the
power electronic converter is one of the components considered
the most unreliable in reliability analysis of wind turbine systems [9], [10]) and an increase in grid inertia and a much higher
reactive power supporting capability. Examples of proposed
topologies in literature where damping devices, hydraulics, and
variable-speed gearboxes are utilized in conjunction with a
synchronous generator are reported in [11]–[14]. The directgrid-connected 15-kW SS PMG considered as a case study in
this paper is based upon a PM induction generator (PMIG),
which stems from the proposal in 1926 by [15]. It was proposed
for use in a geared wind turbine system for the first time by [16]
and later on for direct-drive systems by [17] and [18].
The SS PMG, as shown in Fig. 2(a), with the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2(b), consists of two integrated PM machine
units. It differs from the conventional PMIG system due to
the fact that the two machine units are magnetically separated.
The only linkage between the two units is the mechanical link
through the common PM rotor. The one-generator unit is a
normal PMSG with its stationary stator connected to the grid.
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Fig. 3. (a) SL nonoverlap, (b) DL nonoverlap, (c) conventional overlap,
(d) radial-flux brushless dc, and (e) axial-flux brushless dc slip-PMC configurations. (f) Conventional eddy-current coupling [7].
Fig. 2. (a) Cross-section diagram and (b) equivalent circuit of the new concept
SS PMG [8].

The other unit is the slip-PMC proposal of this study, which
allows for smooth transfer of the transient turbine torque to
the common PM rotor. The short-circuited slip rotor of the
slip PMC runs at slip speed with respect to the synchronously
rotating PM rotor. It is also possible to implement the SS PMG
in conjunction with a gearbox, as a medium- or a high-speed
generator, which means that the per-unit mass increase for
the generator is not as severe as for direct-drive systems. The
use of a wound synchronous generator instead of the PMSG,
which is shown to be feasible by some due to the high price of
PM materials, is also possible. Further aspects with regard to
the advantages and disadvantages of the SS-PMG system are
discussed in [8] and [19].
IV. D IFFERENT S LIP -PMC T ECHNOLOGIES
Due to the slip PMC only transferring torque, a large amount
of freedom exists in the design, which means that several
different topologies can be considered. Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows
a nonoverlap winding single-layer (SL) topology and a doublelayer (DL) topology, respectively. The DL winding is shown
in [8] and [20] to perform better than the SL winding, but the
DL slip PMC is more difficult to manufacture if solid windings
are used. In this paper, the SL winding is again considered
due to its simple construction. However, for the DL winding,
a slight modification is made. Instead of connecting the two
adjacent nonoverlap coils in series, each coil is short-circuited
individually, which means that solid bar windings can be used
without difficulty for the DL winding as well.
To improve the torque performance of the slip PMC, a
conventional three-phase overlap cage winding, as shown in

Fig. 3(c), is investigated. Overlap windings, however, are
known to have a large torque ripple. An interesting observation
was made with the evaluation of overlap cage winding slip
PMCs that if the number of slots per pole is increased, the
torque ripple decreases accordingly. Observed also was that the
current induced in each bar mimics the working of a brushless
dc machine, as shown and explained later in this paper. An
example of such a machine structure is shown in Fig. 3(d).
The slot size of the brushless dc slip PMC, as shown in
the structure in Fig. 3(d), grows extremely small due to the
large amount of slots. The smaller the slot size becomes, the
more difficult it becomes to manufacture the machine, due to
the problem of adequately fixing the bars to the end rings.
The bar/end ring connection is extremely important, and if the
contact resistance becomes too large, the torque performance
and efficiency of the machine are significantly reduced. For
this reason, the brushless dc concept is also proposed as an
axial flux machine, as shown in Fig. 3(e). For an axial flux
slip PMC, the cage can be easily manufactured as one solid
piece. The solid cage can be then fixed to a solid steel disk,
which acts as the slip-rotor yoke. In this case, there is no contact
resistance in the electrical circuit. The manufacturing of the
brushless dc slip PMC becomes more feasible in this case, and
it is also possible to utilize a large part of the construction mass
as part of the active mass in a typical wind generator topology
as for this specific application. However, in this case, singlerotor axial flux PM machines are known to have exceptionally
large attraction forces between the PM rotor and the slip rotor.
In [7], an eddy-current coupling similar to the topologies in
literature is proposed for use in the SS-PMG setup. Although
the modeling of this machine is not dealt with in this particular
paper, the results from [7] are included for comparison purposes. In most cases, it is important that torque is transferred
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Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. (a) dq equivalent modeling and vector diagram and (b) brushless dc
modeling used to calculate the bar currents of the slip PMC.

smoothly. In this regard, the conventional toothless eddycurrent coupling should have an advantage due to it having zero
torque ripple. Conventional type eddy-current couplings should
be also easier to manufacture than the toothed proposals, as
proposed in this paper. A prototype example structure is shown
in Fig. 3(f). For further reduction in material costs, the viability
of using aluminium instead of copper as conductor material is
also considered in this paper.
V. S LIP PMC M ODELING

A. dq Equivalent Circuit Modeling
From Fig. 4(a), the steady-state dq equations of the shortcircuited slip-PMC unit, with positive current taken as flowing
out and Idr and Iqr being the dq currents, are respectively
given by
0 = −Rr Iq − ωsl (Ld + Le )Id + ωsl λm

(1)

0 = −Rr Id + ωsl (Lq + Le )Iq

(2)

where ωsl is the electrical slip speed equal to ωsl = ωt − ωs ,
with ωt being the electrical turbine speed and ωs = 2πfs the
electrical speed of the common PM rotor. The dq inductances
in (1) and (2) and Fig. 4(a), with λd , λq , and λm indicating the
dq and PM flux linkages, respectively, are defined as
λq
−Iq

Ld =

λd − λm
.
−Id

The per-phase end-winding inductance is indicated by Le in (1)
and (2) and Fig. 4 and can be calculated either by analytical
methods or FE analysis, as discussed in [21]. The general
relations of current and copper losses are given by


 
√
cos αr
Iq
= 2Ir
(4)
Id
sin αr
Iq2 + Id2 = 2Ir2
Ir2 =

Pcu
3Rr

(5)
(6)

with Pcu being the copper loss, Rr the per-phase bar resistance,
and αr the current angle. The developed torque of the slip PMC
is expressed as
Tr =

3
p [(Lq − Ld )Id Iq + λm Iq ] .
4

(7)

The efficiency is given by

Two types of modeling are done for the slip PMCs in this
study. The induced rotor bar currents of some of the slip PMCs
(DL and SL nonoverlap) are sinusoidal, and these machines
can be modeled in the dq reference frame. However, for the
brushless dc slip PMCs, the current waveforms induced in
the bars are trapezoidal or quasi-square wave in nature, as
shown in Fig. 6. A flat-topped dc magnitude is observed, which
corresponds to the magnet pitch σm . Due to this flat current
profile, the bar current is considered as a dc quantity during
conduction, which simplifies the modeling significantly.

Lq =

Typical torque versus slip curve of the slip PMC.

(3)

ηr =

Pr
Tr ωsm
=
= 100 × (1 − s)
Pt
Tr ωtm

(8)

where the subscript “m” in (8) denotes the mechanical speed;
and Pt and Pr indicate the mechanical turbine input and the
output power of the slip PMC, respectively.
Another very important parameter in the design of the slip
PMC is the breakdown torque Tb . Fig. 5 shows a typical slipPMC torque versus slip curve, which clearly shows the operating torque and breakdown torque regions. However, calculating
this parameter accurately is difficult. To get an indication of the
value of this parameter, ωsl needs to be calculated where the
derivative of (7) with respect to ωsl is equal to zero. The first
step is to rewrite (1) and (2) in order to have Id and Iq in terms
of ωsl . This gives the following for Id and Iq , respectively:
Id =

2
λm (Lq + Le )
ωsl
2
Rr2 + ωsl (Ld + Le )(Lq + Le )

Iq =

ωsl λm Rr
2 (L + L )(L + L ) .
Rr2 + ωsl
d
e
q
e

(9)
(10)

By substituting (9) and (10) into (7), the following expression
for Tr in terms of ωsl is obtained:


3
(Lq − Ld )(Lq + Le )
3 2
ωsl
Tr = pλm Rr
2 (L + L )(L + L ))2
4
(Rr2 + ωsl
d
e
q
e


ωsl
3 2
+ pλm Rr
2 (L + L )(L + L )) . (11)
4
(Rr2 + ωsl
d
e
q
e
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From the equivalent circuit for the brushless dc slip PMC, as
shown in Fig. 4(b), the induced current, i.e., Ir(bar)DC , of the
machine can be calculated as
Ir(bar)DC =

Er
Rr(bar)

(16)

with the bar resistance Rr(bar) analytically calculated from the
given slot and end-ring dimensions. With Ir(bar)DC known, the
developed torque of the brushless dc slip PMC can be calculated
for low slip values as
m = S × σm .

Tr = mKr Ir(bar)DC ,
Fig. 6. Typical flux linkage and voltage waveform for the brushless dc
slip PMC.

However, finding the derivative of (11) is a complex mathematical exercise. Observing (7) and knowing that Ld ≈ Lq for the
machines considered, it can be concluded that the maximum
torque is dominated by the term λm Iq . It would be much easier
to find ωsl where Iq is at a maximum. With Iq as given in
(10), i.e.,
0=

dIq
2
= Rr2 − ωsl
(Ld + Le )(Lq + Le )
dωsl

(12)

and, finally,

The variable m in (17) indicates the effective number of bars
active at any given time instance and is given as a function of
the magnet pitch σm and the total number of slots S of the slip
rotor.
Due to the current waveform of the brushless dc slip PMC
becoming more sinusoidal in nature for higher slip values, Tb is
approximated with a per-phase equivalent approach, where S/p
effectively indicates the number of phases. Thus, for higher slip
values, with only the fundamental of the current and voltage
waveforms considered, the torque is given by
Tr =

Rr
ωb ≈ 
.
(Ld + Le )(Lq + Le )

For the brushless dc machine, with the voltage waveform
known to be quasi-square wave in nature, as shown in Fig. 6,
the flux linkage waveform will be more or less triangular, as
also shown in Fig. 6. Thus, if the gradient of the flux linkage
waveform, i.e., λr(t) , is known, the bar voltage Er can be
calculated as
Δλ
dλr (t)
=
.
dt
Δt

(14)

If the peak flux linkage λr is known (in this paper, it is
calculated by means of FE analysis) and knowing that the
peak value occurs within one quarter period of the flux linkage
waveform with Δt = 1/4tsl , Er(bar) can be calculated as
p
λr ωslm = Kr ωslm ,
π

ωslm =

(18)

and with the voltage per bar the same as the voltage per phase
and given by (15), the RMS current can be written as
Ir = 

4π
fsl
p

(15)

with the armature reaction ignored. The subscript m denotes the
mechanical speed in this case, fsl is the electrical slip frequency,
and Kr is the machine constant.

pKr ωsl
2 (Rr2 + (Lr ωsl )2 )

.

By substituting (19) into (18), the torque is given as
ωsl
.
Tr = p2 Kr2 Rr S 2
Rr + (Lr ωsl )2

(19)

(20)

To obtain the maximum torque, ωsl needs to be calculated
where the derivative of (20) is equal to zero. Thus, with

B. Brushless DC Modeling

Er =

2SIr2 Rr
Ir2 Rr
S
× =
2
p
ωsl
p ωsl

(13)

The value for the breakdown slip speed ωb calculated in (13)
can be now used in (11) to calculate Tb . It is also shown in the
results section of this paper that, for the machines considered,
the torque curve has a very flat profile in the region of the
breakdown torque. The calculated value of ωb in (13) should
be thus sufficient as slight variations in ωsl will not influence
the torque result significantly in the region of the breakdown
torque.

Er =

(17)

0=

dTr
= Rr2 − (Lr ωsl )2
dωsl

(21)

the slip speed where the maximum torque occurs, i.e., ωb , is
given as
ωb ≈

Rr
.
Lr

(22)

By substituting (22) into (20), the breakdown torque Tb can be
finally approximated as
Tb ≈

Kr2 p2 S
2Lr

(23)

with Lr being the inductance per phase.
C. FE Simulation Procedure
Due to the large number of optimizations required for this
study, it is beneficial that the solving time be reduced. Instead
of using transient FE analysis that takes time, a number of
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TABLE I
D ESIGN C ONSTRAINTS OF THE S LIP PMC

Fig. 7. FE models and field plots with (a) DL nonoverlap, (b) overlap, and
(c) brushless dc slip-PMC winding configurations.

nonlinear static FE solutions are used in combination with the
equations given above to obtain the operating state of the slip
PMC and the performance of the machine at this operating
point. The performance is calculated at a specified slip point
in all cases. For both the machine types analyzed, i.e., with
dq and brushless dc analysis, respectively, a minimum of three
static FE solutions is required to simulate the performance of
the machine at the specific slip operating point. Fig. 7(a)–(c)
shows the FE models and field plots of three of the different
slip-PMC configurations, as discussed in Section III.
1) FE Combined With dq Modeling: For the slip PMCs
analyzed by means of dq equivalent analysis, the same FE
modeling procedure thoroughly explained in [8] is used. A
minimum of three static FE simulations is required to obtain
the operating point and the performance of the machine at this
point. The abc flux linkages λabc are obtained at each static
FE iteration. These flux linkages are transformed to the dq
reference frame and are then used to solve (1)–(13) to obtain
the operating point and performance of the machine.
2) FE Combined With Brushless DC Modeling: To solve
(15)–(23) for the brushless dc machines, the magnitude of
the machine constant Kr is required to calculate the machine
performance parameters. It is known from (14) that Er can be
calculated from the derivative of the flux linkage waveform, as
shown in Fig. 6. Although the waveform is triangular in nature,
a flat-topped quantity is observed, corresponding to σm , which
leads to a dead band in the voltage waveform. Thus, with two
static FE simulations, it is possible to calculate two points,
i.e., (t1 , λr1 ) and (t2 , λr2 ), in the linear region of the λr (t)
waveform, as shown in Fig. 6. Er can be now calculated from
(14), with Δλ = λr2 − λr1 and Δt = t2 − t1 . With Er known,
Kr can be calculated from (15), and finally, (16) and (17) can
be solved.
To calculate the breakdown torque of the brushless dc machine, the total per-phase inductance Lr is required. This value
is calculated by exciting m number of cage-rotor bars with rated
current as calculated in (16) to take the mutual phase cross
coupling into account. The inductance can be then calculated as
Lr =

λr
+ Le
Ir

(24)

where λr is the flux linkage per bar, and Le is again calculated
by means of the methods discussed in [21]. With Lr known,
(22) and (23) can be solved for ωb and Tb .
VI. D ESIGN O PTIMIZATION
The design optimization is done by means of the Visual Doc
optimization suite [22]. As in [8], the optimization algorithm is

coupled with static FE modeling methods as discussed above
in Section IV. It is also important that the design criteria of the
slip PMC are correctly set up for the particular application.

A. Optimization Constraints and Methodology
As mentioned, the slip PMC in this study needs to be
implemented in an SS-PMG wind turbine system. The optimum
design of the PMSG unit is discussed in [23]. With the SS PMG
consisting of two integrated electrical generators, an important
aspect is the extra mass and the PM material added to the
design, as well as the added complexity of the SS-PMG generating system as opposed to other electrical wind generators.
The importance of reducing the mass and the PM content of the
slip PMC unit while still keeping the system mechanically as
simple as possible is clear. Thus, all of the machine structures
discussed in Section III are optimized subject to certain design
constraints from the specific 15-kW SS-PMG wind turbine
system for minimum active and PM mass.
The physical design constraints are given in Table I. The
rated torque, i.e., Tr(rated) , corresponds to the torque value
on the turbine curve at the rated power and speed as given
in Table I. With efficiency deemed important in this case, for
each of the optimized slip PMCs, the specified rated slip of
s(rated) = 0.03 p.u. corresponds to the efficiency from (8) of
97%. With the efficiency of the PMSG unit given in [23]
as 94%, the total system efficiency is just over 91%, which
compares well with other wind turbine drive train topologies
currently in use. As explained in [19], the slip PMC can achieve
much higher efficiencies, much more easily compared with
the PMSG unit. In order to allow for stable operation of the
direct-grid-connected SS PMG, previous practical iterations
and dynamic studies seem to indicate a no-load cogging torque
ΔτNL of not more than 2% and a load torque ripple ΔτL of
not more than 4% [24]. In [19], it is mentioned that, due to
the low frequency of the torque ripple of the slip PMC, it can
be transferred to the grid under certain conditions. Shown in
Fig. 21 is the bandwidth of the distortion of the stator torque
response Δτs due to the torque ripple disturbance of the slip
PMC, i.e., Δτr . This same distortion will be thus seen in the stator current injected into the grid, which could cause unwanted
flickering effects. Furthermore, from the specifications of the
case study 15-kW wind turbine system, the maximum allowable
outer diameter of the generator is fixed at Do = 655 mm. To
prevent the generator overhang from becoming too long, it is
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TABLE II
O PTIMIZATION R ESULTS AND C OMPARISON OF THE C ONVENTIONAL
E DDY-C URRENT C OUPLING AND THE SL AND
DL N ONOVERLAP S LIP PMC S

TABLE III
O PTIMIZATION R ESULTS OF THE T HREE -P HASE OVERLAP AND
B RUSHLESS DC S LIP PMC S

suggested that the axial length of the slip PMC should be at
least less than 150 mm, preferably as short as possible.
Important also to consider is the demagnetization of the
PMs, due to the fact that the slip PMC is basically a shortcircuited PM generator. Care needs to be taken because of the
possible high short-circuit currents. In addition, due to some
of the components such as the PMs and steel yokes of the slip
PMC being solid for easier manufacturing, the temperature can
rapidly increase due to eddy-current losses if the slip PMC over
speeds. With a rise in temperature, demagnetization of the PMs
becomes even more of a concern. The operating temperature,
thus, also needs to be considered as is important in many eddycurrent coupling applications.
B. Optimization Results
Table II gives the optimization results for the SL and DL
nonoverlap slip PMCs, Table III gives the optimization results
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for the three-phase overlap and radial and axial flux brushless dc
slip PMCs, and Fig. 8 shows a summary of the different active
mass components of all the slip PMCs. In order to compare
these results with those of conventional eddy-current couplings,
the optimization results obtained in [7] for the same design
specifications as in this paper are also given in Table II. The
two dimensions given are the axial stack length l and the inside
diameter Di of the machine. The mass quantities shown are
the PM mass MPM , the conductor mass MC , the steel mass
MFe , and the total active mass MTot . The different slip-PMC
configurations are also evaluated with regard to complexity and
ease of manufacturing.
For the results shown in Table III, the optimization is done
subject to a constraint on the maximum allowable value of
MPM at about 3.5 kg. For the nonoverlap winding machines,
the value of MPM shown is for the minimum achievable value
of PM mass, whereas the design still complies with the limits
set in Section V-A. The relationship between MTot and MPM
is shown in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9, the upper allowed limit for
the PM mass is gradually reduced until the design no longer
complies with the limits set in Section V-A. For all the design
cases, except for the conventional eddy-current coupling, the
machines are optimized for both copper and aluminium used
as conductor. In [7], aluminium was not considered as a conductor as the amount of PM material required for the specific
application becomes too high.
From Tables II and III and Fig. 8, it is clear that the brushless
dc slip-PMC configurations yield much lower active mass and
lower PM content due to the much better torque performance of
these winding types. This is particularly true for the axial flux
machine where, for this particular application, certain parts of
the construction mass and the active mass can be combined as
mentioned. It is also clearly shown that the slip-PMC topologies
evaluated in this paper use a considerably lower amount of PM
material as opposed to conventional eddy-current couplings.
Depending on the topology used, the active mass can be also
substantially reduced. Furthermore, surprisingly, it is shown
that, by using aluminium instead of copper as conductor material, the performance with regard to active mass and PM
content is not that much different. The aluminium machines
also have a much lower value for MC , and it should be noted
that aluminium is significantly cheaper than copper. It is true
that the aluminium machines have a higher value for MFe ,
but steel is even cheaper than aluminium. Thus, for the same
PM mass, the aluminium machines are much cheaper per unit
mass than the copper machines. An advantage of the copper
machines, however, is that a slightly lower PM mass can be
specified, as shown in Fig. 9. The copper machines yield a
lower minimum PM mass due to the fact that the aluminium
machines have a larger steel volume, which increases the perphase inductance, which, in turn, influences the value for the
maximum torque, as shown in (11) and (23).
As mentioned, in this study, the slip PMC forms part of
a small-scale wind turbine system. For the 15-kW SS-PMG
wind turbine system, the total tower top mass without the slip
PMC is about 500 kg. A construction mass of about 40 kg
needs to be added for all the slip-PMC topologies as only the
active mass is shown. The total system mass can be estimated
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Fig. 8. Comparison of total active, steel, conductor, and PM mass components of the different optimum slip-PMC configurations.

Fig. 9. Active mass versus PM mass for the SL and DL nonoverlap and
brushless dc (BDC) radial flux and axial flux slip PMCs.

as MSystem = 540 + MTot kg, where MTot is the optimized
active mass for each topology shown in Tables II and III. Thus,
depending on the topology used, the per-unit increase in total
system mass by adding the slip PMC to the system varies
between 1.12 and 1.2 p.u.
VII. P ROTOTYPE M ACHINE E VALUATION
For the practical evaluation, five prototype slip-PMC configurations are considered. The simulation results for these five
machines are presented as these are the only slip-PMC configurations that were manufactured and practically evaluated.
A. Prototype Slip PMCs

Fig. 10. (a) SL nonoverlap, (b) DL nonoverlap, (c) cast overlap cage winding,
(d) conventional-type eddy-current coupling [7], and (e) brushless dc slip-PMC
prototype slip rotors, with (d) displaying how the thin solid bar coils are being
shifted into position for the brushless dc slip PMC.

It should be noted that the machines shown in Fig. 10(a)–(f)
are not all optimally designed as in Tables II and III. The machines here are merely used to validate the operating principles
of the various technologies and to verify the FE results. The
SL machine shown in Fig. 10(a) with solid bar coils is a very
simple unoptimized structure, which fits within the dimensions
of the DL machine in Fig. 10(b). In previous studies such as in
[20], the DL slip PMC made use of a wound slip rotor due to
the difficulty of connecting the two adjacent solid bar coils in
series. However, as shown in [20], it is possible to short-circuit
each coil individually, which means that solid bar coils can be
used for the DL nonoverlap slip PMC, as shown in Fig. 10(b),
and, in a similar way, for the SL nonoverlap winding slip PMC.
Fig. 10(c) shows the overlap winding slip PMC, which is
similar to squirrel-cage induction machine rotors commonly

used in the industry. In this case, the cage winding is cast with
aluminium, similar to the processes commonly employed in
the industry. However, as shown in the results in Table III, the
overlap winding has a problem with torque ripple. To reduce
the torque ripple, a very simple skewing concept for the PMs
is employed. Due to the high pole number and the relatively
large diameter used, it is possible to make the PM flat instead
of curved. This makes manufacturing much easier, and a solid
flat skewed magnet is the result, as shown in Fig. 11(a). The
PM rotor laminations also need to be adapted in order to
accommodate the flat profile of the PMs. Fig. 10(d) shows a
conventional eddy-current coupling, as evaluated in [7]. This
machine structure corresponds to the eddy-current coupling
topology shown in Figs. 1(c) and 3(f). A copper ring is pressed
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Fig. 11. (a) Solid flat skewed magnet concept utilized for the overlap winding
slip PMC. (b) Skewed PMs, being fixed to the slip-PMC side of the common
PM rotor.
Fig. 13. Measured and FE-calculated torque versus slip of the prototype
nonoverlap SL, DL, brushless dc (BDC), overlap, and conventional eddycurrent coupling slip PMCs.

Fig. 12. SS-PMG system of 15 kW on the test bench connected to a driving
motor on the right through a torque sensor shown in the middle.

over a laminated steel yoke, with the machine designed to fit
within the dimensions of the PM rotor of the brushless dc slip
PMC in Fig. 10(e).
Due to the difficulty of fixing the very thin bars of the
brushless dc slip PMC to the end rings and the problem of
contact resistance, a different approach is followed for the
manufacturing of this machine. In this case, each bar is an
individually short-circuited coil with the current return path
underneath the stack, as shown in Fig. 10(f). These solid bar
coils are cut from very thin sheets of aluminium. The coils are
shifted into position through a central opening in the lamination
stack, which is filled up after all the other coils are in position.
Although this is not an optimum solution due to the very long
current return path and, thus, high resistance, this prototype
is sufficient to validate the concept of a brushless dc slip
PMC. Fig. 12 shows the SS-PMG system with the slip PMC
mounted at the front of the SS PMG being laboratory tested. An
induction machine controlled by means of a variable-frequency
drive is used as a prime mover.
B. Steady-State Results
Fig. 13 shows the torque versus slip profiles of the different
manufactured slip-PMC prototypes. It is shown that the DL
nonoverlap winding machine has a higher breakdown torque
value than the SL winding slip PMC in this case. The brushless
dc machine, on the other hand, has more than double the maximum torque of the DL winding slip PMC. What is interesting
is that, in this case, all three slip PMCs have more or less
similar mass and PM content. The torque versus slip profile of
the eddy-current coupling from [7] is also shown in Fig. 13.
The curve shown was calculated by means of 3-D FE analysis,
with the FE-predicted results practically verified in [7]. For

Fig. 14. FE-calculated rated bar current of the SL nonoverlap and brushless
dc prototype slip PMCs versus electrical angle.

Fig. 15. FE-predicted demagnetization states of the overlap winding slip PMC
at a magnet temperature of (a) 100 ◦ C and (b) 160 ◦ C.

the overlap cage-winding slip PMC, it should be noted that
the active mass and the PM content of the prototype machine
closely correspond to the optimum design for an aluminium
overlap winding slip PMC in Table III. Fig. 14 shows the
sinusoidally induced current per bar coil of the SL slip PMC
and the quasi-square current waveform of the brushless dc slip
PMC calculated by means of FE.
With demagnetization more of a concern for lower values of
magnet height, i.e., hm , such as the case for the overlap winding
slip PMC with hm = 4.5 mm, this phenomenon is investigated
by means of FE analysis in this paper. For PMs, irreversible
demagnetization effects start to occur if the PM flux density
goes below the linear region of the PM BH curve, which is
known as Bdemag . In [21], typical PM BH curves are shown,
as well as how these curves are influenced by PM temperature.
More information on PM demagnetization theory combined
with FE can be also found in [25]. In Fig. 15(a), the magnet
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Fig. 16. Frequency spectrum of torque ripple of the SL and DL nonoverlap, brushless dc, and overlap winding slip PMCs.

Fig. 17. FE-predicted no-load and full-load torque ripple and measured noload torque ripple versus electrical angle of the SL nonoverlap slip PMC.

Fig. 19. FE-predicted no-load and full-load torque ripple and measured noload torque ripple versus electrical angle of the overlap winding slip PMC.

Fig. 18. FE-predicted no-load and full-load torque ripple and measured noload torque ripple versus electrical angle of the DL nonoverlap slip PMC.

Fig. 20. FE-predicted no-load and full-load torque ripple and measured noload torque ripple versus electrical angle of the brushless dc slip PMC.

temperature is set as 100 ◦ C (Bdemag < 0), and it is set to
160 ◦ C (Bdemag = 0.7) in Fig. 15(b). It is observed that with
maximum short-circuit current flowing in the bars, only above
about 100 ◦ C do serious demagnetization effects start to occur,
as indicated in Fig. 15(b) and predicted by FE analysis.

this regard, the conventional eddy-current coupling should have
an advantage as it will be able to handle misalignment better,
without causing any unwanted torque ripple effects.
Furthermore, it is observed that there are clear differences
between the no-load cogging torque waveforms and the load
torque ripple waveforms of the different slip PMCs. There are
also clear differences in the frequency content of the different
torque ripple waveforms. Fig. 16 shows the frequency spectrum
of the load torque ripple waveforms of the SL and DL nonoverlap winding slip PMCs and that of the brushless dc and overlap
winding slip PMCs. Both the SL and DL nonoverlap winding
slip PMCs have a strong harmonic component at n = 6 and n =
12. For the skewed overlap winding topology, the dominant
harmonic is at n = 18, and for the brushless dc slip PMC, it
is at n = 30. It should be noted that the torque ripple frequency
spectrum of the overlap winding and brushless dc slip PMCs
is plotted on the vertical axis to the right, due to their much
smaller torque ripple amplitudes compared with the nonoverlap
winding slip PMCs. Observing Fig. 21, it is shown that not only

C. Torque Quality
In Figs. 17–20, the measured and FE-simulated cogging
torque and the FE-predicted load torque ripple of the SL and
DL nonoverlap winding, overlap winding, and brushless dc slip
PMCs are shown. The no-load cogging torque is obtained by
means of the static measuring method, as proposed in [26]. The
brushless dc slip PMC is clearly shown to have a much lower
torque ripple than the other topologies. The cogging torque
measurement of the overlap winding is different from the FE
prediction due to manufacturing imperfections with regard to
the uniformity of the air gap. However, it is still measured at
about 3%, which is close to the limits set in Section V-A. In
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